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We had a strong response for our important survey – thank you all! Your Board is reviewing the
results in order to plan when and how we return
to in-person meetings, a goal that seems both important and inevitable, and at the same time
broadcast the meeting via Zoom for those that
cannot attend in person. In tandem with this planning some Board members are attending other
club’s hybrid meetings in order to learn from
them – wood turners are a very welcoming and
sharing community!
Last month we were treated by Gary Burns with
his most excellent demonstration on making a
lidded box. Gary’s approach was to avoid rechucking and thereby mitigate misalignment. He
also introduced us to the notion of questioning
established methods notwithstanding maintaining
safety at all times. The combination of Gary’s enthusiasm and his well thought out presentation
made for a fun evening.
The Tool Auction / Swap Meet is going ahead on
June 11, 9:00AM at Sapperton Hall. Details to follow but suffice to say we are trying to make it as
easy as possible to participate. We already have
some very nice donated tools and accessories to
offer. You are welcome to setup your own sales
table or maybe donate to the club. Time for a
Spring Clean!

Do you have an idea for a Guild sponsored event?
This might be a demonstration of turning and/or
sales of member’s work or perhaps a gallery
show. Some of our members have already
stepped up and are well on their way in organizing their event. Contact the President if you have
an idea.
The Forum on Form and Finish will relaunch using
Zoom. This is a platform to discuss the artistic and
creative side of woodturning. If you have a finished piece or a work in progress that you would
like input on, here’s an opportunity to receive
some ideas. Everyone is welcome to join the
meeting whether or not you have a piece of your
own. The start date and time is Monday, May 23,
7PM. Similar to the Instant Gallery and President’s
Challenge, please send photo(s) of work that you
would like to discuss to: forum@gvwg.ca
Just a reminder that KMS Tools offers a reward to
Guild members
https://www.kmstools.com/
group-rewards. All you need to do is let a teller
know that you want to register to their Club Rewards AND tell them you are a member of the
GVWG.
President's Challenge for May is "multi footed".

Steve

Forum on Form and Finish
7pm on the Monday prior to each Monthly Guild Meeting (Zoom)

For those interested in the WHAT
rather than the HOW
Solicit input on your design or finish
Offer your insight
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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This month’s newsletter includes our regular Tech
Talk column by Bruce Campbell, documenting the
happenings at the March Tech Talk session. There
are always some great nuggets of information contained in the Tech Talk summaries so be sure to
check it out. Bruce has also submitted a great article on CBN grinding wheels that will be helpful for
those who have not yet made the switch.
Sheila Balzer returns with her monthly column documenting her journey as a novice turner and her
participation in WIT events.
As we get closer to a return to in-person meetings,
work has been going on in the background to revisit the guild’s demonstrator certification process
which has now been finalized. You can see Bruce’s

article on what is involved in becoming certified as
a guild demonstrator and who to contact to become certified.
As always, I’m always looking for new content for
the newsletter and encourage all members to consider submitting articles, tips, ads, etc. Please endeavor to submit your articles to editor@gvwg.ca
by at least a week prior to the monthly meeting.

Steve

This piece was inspired by a President's Challenge
of "Pointed". When it was announced someone
said that it had to be more than two points or it
would be a stick. That gave me the idea.
The wood is Paper-Bark Maple, not native to BC
but grows well in gardens and offers a beautiful
near-white, tightly grained timber. I mounted a
3"diameter by10" long piece cross-grain between
centers - think of a propeller - and then basically
turned a live-edge bowl. I shaped the "bowl" to be
asymmetric and pierced it using a high-speed rotary carver. The colouring was added last using acrylic black gesso.
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Tech Talk is held on the Monday evening following
the Guild ZOOM session. The credentials for the
session are sent to all registered Guild members
and all are encouraged to participate in the freeflowing discussion centered on technical aspects of
woodturning.

Inexpensive Anti-fatigue Mats
I recently made some changes in my shop that
made it necessary that I get a fatigue mat. However, I was really surprised at the cost of “real” ones.
Then I spotted a package of four interlocking
24”x24” play mats for under $20. I cut them to the
size I wanted and sealed the joints with duct tape
and it works really well. I even had enough left
over to make a mat for my small lathe. An added
bonus is I can sweep all my chips on the mat and
pick them all up like a giant dust pan.

About CBN wheels
We has a number of questions and discussions
about CBN wheels which I thought deserved a Closer Look so please have a look at that article elsewhere in this issue.
Extra-long Spindle Pieces
Fraser asked for advice in turning a long smooth
spindle piece longer than the capacity of his lathe.
Several people irreverently suggested he buy a bigger lathe but more serious suggestions included
visiting a friend’s shop to do the work. Then someone mentioned a bed extension and Fraser realized
he had one of those on the outboard side of his
lathe. Within five minutes he was back to say,
“Problem solved!”
Spark Testing Steel
Our talk on CBN wheels lead to a discussion of how
to tell carbon steel tools from high speed steel
tools. With just a little experience they can be distinguished by their colour. Carbon steel is slightly
greyer in colour than HHS. Several also suggested
a “spark test” which involves watching the colour
and shape of sparks coming on a stone wheel while
grinding the steel. Of course, that can be difficult
with many of us giving up our stone wheels in favour of CBN wheels. But, if you have a stone wheel
grinder and want to try it out I found this clear and
concise article. Panels 4 and 5 at the bottom of the
article are of most interest to us.
https://www.engineeringchoice.com/sparktesting/
Flammable Grinder Dust
We usually don’t think much about the metal dust
that comes off the grinder but if we drag a magnet
around the base of the grinder it picks of lots of
metal power. Some people take measured to control this dust by adding “catchers” (i.e. magnet,
plastic bottle, etc.) to the bottom-back of the
wheels. While these can be effective in containing
(Continued on page 6)
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the metal dust they also introduce a fire risk.
Metal power has high air-to-volume ratio and
when a pile has built up a hot spark can start the
pile burning. This is often a “slow” burn that can
remain small for quite some time before bursting
into open flame. To avoid this danger make a habit
to gather up dust around your grinder regularly.
Put a magnet in a baggie and wipe down the area
around the grinder. Then turn the baggies insideout, remove the magnet, drop the metal dust into
your wood chip bag, and save the bag and magnet
for next time.
Fire Extinguisher Maintenance Routine
One idea triggers another during Tech Talk and the
above triggered a discussion about fire extinguisher maintenance.
We should check our fire extinguishers regularly
(use the time change to remind yourself) to ensure
the pressure needle is still in the green but also to
invert the bottle and give it a good going-over with
a rubber mallet. The material inside the bottle
settles over time and needs to be unpacked and
the “mallet massage” helps.
Heater Safety
Speaking of fire hazards in the shop, we next discussed space heaters. Clearly, any heater that uses
open flame is not a good option for us. However a
high quality gas powered radiant gas system is viable but both expensive to buy and install and to
operate.
There was general agreement that the oil-filled
heaters are the safest in our dust-filled environments as there is no open flame involved and the
unit does not get much over 100F8. However,
most makers rate their portable units for 150
square feet or less and in poorly insulated spaces
they can have a hard time warming the room.
Radiant heaters can be more cost effective because
instead of heating the whole room they can be
placed where they mostly heat you. I use a quartz
radiant heater in my shop and can work in the studio until temperatures get to around 0C8. The
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Quartz overhead radiant heater
space is still cold but the radiant heat makes it
bearable.
Power Bar Failure – Fire Hazard
A few years back I got a real surprise when an inexpensive power bar in my shop overheated and
failed. After taking it apart it was clear that it had
been overheating for some time in spite of being
used more as an extension cord than a multi-plug.
Speaking to those who know more about these
things than I do it appears that this is a common
occurrence. If you are going to use a power bar in
the shop buy a good one and check it regularly. If
it has surge protection built in beware that the
surge circuitry can fail and the unit will keep carrying power. If you are relying to surge protection
check it regularly or, depending on the application,
consider an uninterrupted power supply (UPS)
Protecting A Tailstock
Bill asked for suggestions to protect the bottom of
his tailstock when he removes it from the lathe.
This is a common enough problem that several
makers have devices to do just that. Below are im-
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ages of commercial solutions from Robust, Oneway, and Powermatic.

Powermatic

Robust

A simple stand can be made from wood arranged
to mimic the ways on your lathe but a little wider
so the guide block will fit between rather than under the wooden “ways”. When you place the tailstock on the stand the guide block mechanism will
be protected.

Tailstock Stand

Oneway

(Continued on page 8)
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Keeping A Guide Block Aligned
A follow-up discussion was how to keep the guide
block properly aligns so it is not so difficult to put it
back on the lathe. I solved this annoying problem
on my JET mini-lathe some years ago by drilling a
hole the diameter of a metal rod in the guide block
and through to the under-size of the tailstock. I
then reamed out the hole in the guide block just a
little and set the metal rod in the hole in the tailstock. This allowed the guide block to move up
and down but would not let it turn.
This approach may not work in all cases depending
on how much metal is available above the guide
block and how the tension of the guide block locking mechanism is set.
Firming up “Punky” wood
Claudia asked for advice on firming up punky
wood. Gary reminded us of his solution from a prior Tech Talk of using thinned epoxy resin and I recalled using Minwax Wood Hardener. Both of us
were pleased with our results. Another solution it
the area of concern is not too large is to use thin
CA glue but this is really expensive for larger pieces.
Broken McNaughton Toolpost
Finally, Chris reports that one of the posts on his
McNaughton Center-Saver system broke. In normal operation this versatile system holds a cutter
vertically while the operator manipulates the
cutter to cut a smaller bowl blank from a large one.
Hence, the name – center saver.

The pins are quite tough so for one to have broken
in normal use is unusual. Several members commented that by looking at the pattern of the break
it might be possible to determine if there was a
flaw in the steel initially. But Chris was more interested in getting the unit repaired. He found a machine shop that drilled a small hole in the back of
the broken pin and inserted a new one and now he
is back in business.

Once again, thank you all for making Tech Talk a
success and I hope to see you next time – 7:00PM
Monday May 02, 2022.
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By now most of us have converted to CBN wheels.
While they are more expensive initially they last for
a long time, never change shape, and run much
cooler than stone wheels. They also can have abrasive on the sides of the wheel that offer convenient
ways to sharpen. I use mine to sharpen the long
edge of my thin parting tool so I can use it for shear
cutting and scraping.
CBN wheels are also, grit-for-grit, more aggressive
that stone wheels. When I converted from stone
to CBN I did it in stages. I had a 54 grit and 80 grit
set of 8” stone wheels on a half-speed grinder (this
used to be the “good” setup). Thinking that I wanted to keep the aggressive wheel for reshaping I replaced the 80 grit wheel with an 80 grit CBN one
only to find the 80 grit CBN was as aggressive as
the 54 grit stone one. Since then I the 54 grit stone
with a 180 CBN and that works well for me.
But there are certain things that should NOT be
ground on a CBN wheel. As with stone wheels, this
includes all non-ferrous metals like aluminium,
copper, brass, bronze, lead, zinc, gold, silver, and
titanium. They are far too soft and clog up the CBN
particles. But, if a stone wheel gets clogged you can
use a dresser to clean it off. This is not possible on
a CBN wheel. We cannot remove a layer of
“clogged” CBN particles to reveal a clean set underneath. The clogging material must be removed
without damaging the CBN abrasive.
I have heard people claim that a CBN wheel can be
“cleaned” of build-up by simply sharpening a high
speed steel tool (HSS. It may help to remove the
wheel and remount it with the outside on the inside. Then the clogging material is running in the
opposite direction to when it got caught. Still,
while the CBN particles are tough they can break or
wear down. Light pressure is recommended.

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

The BIG question is can tempered carbon steel be
sharpened on a CBN wheel? There is lots of controversy around this in wood turning circles but in
woodworking circles they sharpen their carbon
steel tools on CBN grinders all the time. Why can
they do it and not us?
I think the answer is that woodworkers take great
card not to “blue” their tools while sharpening. It
appears that tempered steel does not clog CBN
abrasives but untempered steel does. HSS is tempered well above 1000F° and is therefore hard to
“burn” on a CBN wheel. As a result many of us
have become cavalier about how hot our tools get
while sharpening. Carbon steel, on the other hand,
tempers at around 650F° and that is well within the
temperature that can be generated on a CBN
wheel. So, if a user accidently “blues” a tool on a
CBN wheel untemptered steel will hit the wheel
and can clog things up.
Some references indicate the threshold for this to
happen is around a Rockwell hardness of HRC 48.
Our HSS tools are HRC 60 or higher will tempered
carbon steel is around HRC 55-60. Untempered
carbon steel is below the threshold.
The takeaway from this is when grinding on CBN
wheels:
• No non-ferrous metals.
• No “soft” steel such as lawn mower blades,
nails, screws, garden stakes and so on.
• Grind Carbon steel with great care not to
“blue” them. Use the old adage: “Don’t cool
the tool. Keep the tool cool.”
While not directly on topic, I did find the video at
the link below to be informative.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=a7TN6mUR414
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I am so very envious. Ed Pretty in his March article,
Lessons From a Turned Mallet, beautifully describes the very experience I longed for, especially
as a child, but even into my adult years.
Finally, through my new experiences as a
woodturner, I am slowly coming to discover that
my path if different, but still very exciting and may
in fact be one source that drives me to being a
sponge that continues to soak it all in, from so
many different sources, including the upcoming
GVWG Turning 101!
During a recent visit with a dear aunty as I energetically shared some of my creative adventures,
she asked me where all this creative capability and
interest comes from? She then shared a story of
sitting with her grandmother (my great grandmother) as she carded fibers to make huge bundles of
batting often used for blankets. I found this very
curious as in my lifetime I have had several experiences working with fibre and a call to it, a longing
for doing it more, without ever understanding why
when I am present in the moment of working with
fibre there is a knowing with minimal experience of
doing. Is this a source too? It is a creative area
that I will be exploring even further.
That same conversation also resulting in me coming home with 2 giant slabs of wood (yellow cedar?
Spalted maple?) and having my name put on a giant maple burl that
was cut down on a
piece of property they
were removing trees
for future development. Now I need to
figure out how to get
the hunk from the island to my place as
well as what I will create to honour these
beautiful pieces of
wood.
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

I also shared a practice
that I have begun, a
ceremony of sorts, giving thanks, expressing
gratitude,
burning
things from my past
that no longer serves
me, and offering of the
wood from my creations, while using my
great grandmother’s
pot that was previously destroyed and no
longer able to be used for cooking. I do this now as
I enter my tiny but much-loved shed, a place for
exploring and play. There is a source and sense of
energy I get from this practice which becomes part
of what I make. During this practice I can set a
mindful intention and express gratitude to those
who have helped me get to where I am today.
It is also with great joy and wonder that the AAW
2022 WIT VIRTUAL EXCHANGE has resulted in collaborative teammates from GVWG, Pippa Lattey
and Shawn Preus and our inspirational words to
play with are STORMY SOURCE. We’ve gathered a
couple of times, even meeting in person. As I finish
this month’s newsletter article, I am so excited that
today we are going to be turning in person as we
explore and consider the piece we will make as our
submission for the Exchange. This year there are
51 women from 8 different countries on 17 teams
exploring, collaborating, and creating together.
This includes another Canadian team with Joanne
Sauvageau and GVWG’s new member Donna
Rhindress from TLELL, BC (Haida Gwaii), and Nicole
MacDonald from Montreal who are exploring RECIPROCITY and AMPLE. Mark your calendars and
sign up as the presentations will be happening the
afternoon of June 4. More details to come or find
the links on the AAW website too.
What is your source for making and creating?
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Our Guild carries liability insurance for several reasons. It covers our Board members and the Guild
against damage claims and it allows us to rent facilities. We are also able to extend our coverage to
members that participate in public events such as
Public Guild events, craft shows, farmers markets,
and so on. Any member can apply to the Board for
this coverage by completing this simple form and
submitting it to the Board at president@gvwg.ca
These are evaluated promptly and if a certificate of
insurance is needed it can be issued within a day or
two. Nonetheless, please do not leave this to the
last minute. Give us at least two weeks.
Evaluation Requirements
Anyone that demonstrates at an event covered by
our liability insurance must first be evaluated by a
Guild evaluator to ensure two things;
1. that they are fully aware of all the expectations
that the Guild has regarding public demonstrations. Those expectations can be found here.
2. that they possess the physical skills and habits
to demonstrate safely and to avoid unsafe turning activities.
We will not evaluate the quality of the finished
product or if you are good speaker/entertainer.
We are only interested in if you are able and willing
to perform according the best practices outlined in
the demonstration guidelines.
Evaluation Process
A member wishing to become an approved demonstrator should arrange to meet with a member of
the Evaluation Committee to demonstrate their
abilities. The member should plan to do two projects; a spindle turning with a blank around 2x2x6
inches and a cross-grain project with a blank
around 6”dia X 2-3”h. The member will supply the
project material.
The exact nature of the project is not specified but
should be similar to those the member would do in
a public demonstration. During the demonstration
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

the evaluator may engage with the candidate but
will not advise or comment on the performance.
Following the demonstration the evaluator may ask
the applicant to perform additional tasks intended
to help the evaluator more fully appreciate the
abilities of the applicant. The applicant may
choose not to perform any or all of these tasks if
they feel they cannot perform them adequately.
Choosing not to perform one or more of these
tasks will not necessarily result in a negative evaluation. In fact, applicants who demonstrate a good
understanding of their own limitations will be given
positive consideration.
Click here to see a copy of the report that the evaluators will use to record their observations.
Here is a list of the evaluators:
• Art Liestman (Coquitlam)
• Bruce Campbell (Coquitlam)
• David Sweet (Vancouver)
• Chris Stiles (N. Vancouver)
• Ed Pretty (Langley)
• John Spitters (Abbotsford)
• Claudia Hayward (Maple Ridge)
Other evaluators may be added in the future. To
get contact information for any of these evaluators
please contact me at bvcampbell@telus.net or telephone at 604-944-3028
Progressive Certification
A member who is certified to demonstrate for the
first time will be designated as a “new” demonstrator. They must perform two (2) public demonstrations where at least one evaluator or fully qualified
demonstrator is present and certifies to the Certification Administrator that the demonstration was
done according to the Safety Standards for Demonstrating in Public. Once a new demonstrator has
done two successful demonstrations and the Certification Administrator has received proper notice
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they become a fully qualified demonstrator and
will be notified as such. Note: FoF and Guild
demonstrations qualify for this certification.
5 Year Term
Please note that all previous certifications have
been deemed to have expired.
Future certifications will be for a term of five (5)
years expiring on the date of certification in the
sixth year. The Certification Administrator will inform the member at least 30 days before the certi-

fication expires. It is up to the member to arrange
for re-certification. Should the member not arrange for certification by the expiry date their
name will be removed from the certification list.
They may request recertification at any time
through regular procedures.
If you wish to read the complete document on certification it can be found here.
If you have any question or comments please forward them to me or any other Board Member

This 2005 Laguna bandsaw was made before the
“teething” problems Laguna experienced when they
sent their manufacturing offshore (China). It has
seen reasonably light use in a small local millwork
shop. Featured include:
• 2 HP (1.5Kw) 220V Baldor motor
• ceramic guide blocks
• Laguna standard fence
• foot break
• 4” dust pickups
Price includes 4 blades and an after-market locking
wheelset.
If you are interested in getting a 16” saw this is a
great opportunity. This is going out to the Guild first.
If there are no takers it will be advertised more
widely.
For more information contact Bruce at bvcampbell@telus.net
(Please Note: This is not my saw – doing this for a
friend)
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AAW's Women in Turning Committee (WIT) invites you to a special event:

WIT Presents: Panel - Ena Dubnoff,
Melissa Engler, and Janine Wang
Saturday, May 7, 2022
4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
Join us Saturday, May 7, at 4 PM Eastern Time, to hear from a talented panel of women
woodturners -- Ena Dubnoff, Melissa Engler, and Janine Wang -- each working in a distinctly different style, but sharing keen attention to form and detail. The artists will each give a 10-12
minute presentation on their life and work, followed by a Q&A period moderated by artist and
WIT committee chair, Kimberly Winkle.

WIT Presents events aren't demonstrations of turning techniques, instead offering attendees new insights into the inspirations, influences, and creative processes behind the artists'
work.
Did you know that you can see past WIT Presents events online? Check out the archive of
great talks on the Women in Turning archive page!

Cost
•

FREE, preregistration required.

Registration
•

All experience levels are welcome.

•

Registration is limited to 500.

•

Presentation expected to be 60 minutes.
Registration is open through May 6, at noon Eastern Time.

•

Click here for information and to register.

Registration Notes
•

To register, sign in to the AAW website with your username and password to register. If you
do not already have an AAW account, you may create one. Click the “Create new account”
link just below the “Sign In” button.
(Continued on page 14)
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•

This is a free event, but you must complete the entire process to be registered. This includes
sign in, "Register Myself" button, "Proceed to Check Out" button, and "Submit Order" button.

•

An email receipt will be sent to you immediately upon completion confirming your registration.

•

You will receive an email with the WIT Presents Zoom link approximately 24-hours before
the event.

Register for the Artist Reception!
•

The WIT Artist Reception (formerly “After Parties”) is a fun session and your opportunity to
see and talk with other women who attended WIT Presents. You will receive an invitation to
the WIT Artist Reception with a separate registration several days AFTER you register for
WIT Presents. This will include a link to the registration form you will need to complete for
the Artist Reception.

The WIT Committee
•

Kimberly Winkle, Chair, wimkinkle@yahoo.com

•

Marie Anderson, danmar12@yahoo.com

•

Dixie Biggs, dixie@dixiebiggs.com

•

Linda Britt, AAW Board Liaison lbbritt@comcast.net

•

Linda Ferber, Lindajaneferber@gmail.com

•

Jean LeGwin, jlegwin@ec.rr.com

•

Robin McIntyre, robinmcintyre@comcast.net

•

Tib Shaw, tib@woodturner.org

•

Andi Wolfe, andiwolfe@yahoo.com

7pm on the Monday after each monthly guild meeting
Bring your problems - Show off a new tool or invention - Share
your knowledge
Watch your email for the Zoom link!
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Don Gamble - Maple Bowl
• 5.5” x 9” Ø
• Finished with Hut Crystal Coat
• Buffed wax finish
• Rough turned by Barry Wilkinson

Diana Dougherty - Walnut Bowl
• 4” x 2”
• Burnt edges
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Chris Stiles - Experimental Bowl
• 8” x 2”
• Maple
• Spiralling tool & acrylic paint experiments
• Emtech lacquer and acrylic paint

Chris Stiles - Oak Bowl
• 7” x 2”
• Ebonized exterior
• Experiment with filling pores with acrylic
paint
• Emtech lacquer finish
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Gary Burns - Homemade Thin
Parting Tools

Gary Burns - Serbian Elm Bowl
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Gwenda Woodbury - Walnut Egg Cup
• 2.75” x 2” Ø
• Finished with 4 coats of walnut oil

Bill Fowle - Hollow Form
• My first hollow form under tutelage
from Bruce Campbell
• 3”
• Unfinished
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Art Liestman - “The Space Between”
• Skyline of a group of buildings
• Turned, Thermed, Carved, Flame Textured, Pyrography, and Dry Brushed
Acrylics
• Quilted big leaf maple and birch.
• This piece is about 5 inches tall. It’s currently on exhibit at the AAW’s gallery in
St. Paul, Minnesota and will be auctioned off at the AAW Symposium in
Chattanooga.
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Michael Moult - Bowl
• Mystery Wood from Barry Wilkinson’s stash

Michael Moult - Bowl
• Mystery Wood from Barry
Wilkinson’s stash
• 30cm Ø
• Large crack repaired with
bowties
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Pippa Lattey - Pear Bowl
• Pear wood from Barry Wilkinson
• Small cavity filled and embellished with bras rod ground and
hammered to fit
• Finished with Tried and True
Original

Pippa Lattey - Hand Wheel
• Fir 2x6 with 1” x 8 tpi lefh-hand
threaded nut
• No finish
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Bruce Campbell - “Pointed”
• Paper Bark Maple
• 8” x 3” x 3”
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Diana Dougherty - “Maple Leaves”
• Mahogany and Sweet Gum
• 1.5”

Steve Hansen - Lidded Box
• African Blackwood &
Western Red Cedar
• 5.5” x 3”
• No finish
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Chris Stiles - Four Cornered Thingies
• 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.75”
• Maple from Barry Wilkinson
• Spiralling tool texture and acrylic colouring
• Emtech Lacquer finish

Merv Graham - Forest
• Caragana branches
• 2 to 2.5” Ø
• 2.5 to 4” tall
• Unfinished
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Sheila Balzer - Square
Dish
• Spalted wood from
burn pile
• 4.5 x 4 x 1”, 1/8” thin
• Coloured with pencil
crayon, glitter finish,
Watkins oil, Danish oil

Gary Burns - Many Points
• Three wing burl bowl and burl stand
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Brian Lunt - Maple Leaf
• Big Leaf Maple
• 7 x 7 x 1.75”
• Power carved & sandblasted
• Airbrushed acrylic paints

Marco Berera - “Can you see it? Don’t be
fooled!”
• 4.5” long x 3.125 “ wide x 0.5” thick
• Small wood blocks from dollar store.
Very soft wood
• Lattice turning-How many corners are
there?

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Merv Graham - Inside Out Suncatcher
• Oak body, Teak finials
• Prismatic crystal
• 6” x 1.5”
• Water-based poly finish

Merv Graham - Inside Out Suncatcher
• Birdseye Maple body, Black Walnut
finials
• Prismatic crystal
• 6” x 1.75”
• Water-based poly finish

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Merv Graham - Knife Handle
• Hollowed under the branches with a
very special tool

Please email all Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge photos to
gallery@gvwg.ca by at least 3 days before the monthly meeting to ensure they are included in the gallery presentations.
In your email, please include as much information as possible on your
project such as species, dimensions, finish, special techniques, anecdotes, etc.
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Always wear safety goggles or safety
glasses that include side protectors.
Use a full face shield for bowl, vessel, or
any turning involving chucks and faceplates.
Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/
or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder and
wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.
Wear hearing protection during extended periods of turning.
Turn the lathe off before adjusting the
tool rest or tool rest base, i.e., banjo.
Always remove chuck keys, adjusting
wrenches, and knockout bars immediately after use. Never leave them in
place, even for a moment.
Tie back long hair and avoid loose
clothing, jewelry, or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating parts
or accessories.
When using a faceplate, be certain the
workpiece is solidly mounted with stout
screws (#10 or #12 sheet metal screws
as a minimum). Do not use dry wall or
deck screws.
When turning between centres, be certain the workpiece is firmly mounted
between the headstock driving centre
and tailstock centre.
Ensure the belt guard or cover is in
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place.
Check that all locking devices on the
tailstock and tool rest assembly (rest
and base) are tight before operating the
lathe.
Ensure the blank is securely fastened.
Rotate your workpiece backwards by
hand to make sure it clears the toolrest
and bed before turning the lathe on.
Stay clear of the areas directly behind
and in front of the workpiece, they are
the most likely areas for a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good safety habit is to step out of this zone when
turning on the lathe, keeping your hand
on the switch in case you need to turn
the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.
Always check the speed of the lathe before turning it on. Use slower speeds
for larger diameters or rough pieces
and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the
lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always
stop the machine to verify why. As a
starting point, consult your operator’s
manual for recommended speeds for a
particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed
is compatible with the size of the blank.
Exercise extra caution when using stock
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use a lathe in damp or wet locations.
Do not use in presence of flammable
liquids or gases, and always keep a fully
-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.
Stay alert. Watch what you are doing.
Pay close attention to unusual sounds
or vibrations. Stop the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate machines
when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Guard against electric shock. Inspect
electric cords for damage. Avoid the
use of extension cords.
Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn power off. Don’t leave
lathe until it comes to a complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur
while using saws, especially band and
chain saws. Learn and follow the safety
guidelines for this equipment.

with cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets,
knots, irregular shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid these types
of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.

Hold turning tools securely on the
toolrest, holding the tool in a controlled
but comfortable manner. Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in re- 
verse, it is possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless it is securely
tightened or locked on the lathe spin- 
dle.
Know your capabilities and limitations.
An experienced woodturner is capable 
of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning
turners.
Always remove the tool rest before
sanding, finishing, or polishing opera- For more information on woodturning
tions.
safety please visit the AAW’s WoodturnDon’t overreach, keep proper footing, ing Safety webpage.
and keep your balance at all times.
Keep your lathe in good repair. Check
for damaged parts, alignment, binding
of moving parts, and other conditions
that may affect its operation.
Keep tools sharp and clean for better
and safer performance. Don’t force a
dull tool. Don’t use a tool for a purpose
for which it was not designed or intended.
Consider your work environment. Don’t
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Date

Time

Location

Event

2022
Apr 28th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Chris Stiles – Making a 4-Foot Vessel

May 2nd, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

May 14th, 2022

11:00am

Zoom Meeting

Saturday Demo
Mike Peace – “So You Want to Turn a Chess
Set!”

May 23rd, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Forum on Form and Finish

May 26th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Bill Fowle – How To Make a
Beautiful Pen

May 30th, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

June 11 , 2022

9:00am

Sapperton Pensioners Hall

Tool Auction/Swap Meet

June 20th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Forum on Form and Finish

Jun 23rd, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Fraser McLean – Thread Chasing

Jun 27th, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Jul 28th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker - TBA

Aug 1st, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

th

Meetings will move back to Sapperton Pensioners Hall when Covid restrictions are lifted and it is safe to do so.
Denotes guest speakers.

Forum on Form and Finish
7pm on the Monday prior to each Monthly Guild Meeting (Zoom)

For those interested in the WHAT
rather than the HOW
Solicit input on your design or finish
Offer your insight
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members At Large:

Past President
Educational Coordinator:
Communications:
Info Contact:
Newsletter Editor & Publisher:
Librarians:
Food Chief:
FOF Coordinator:
AAW Women in Turning Liaison:
Turning 101:
Visiting Demonstrator Liaison:
Visiting Demonstrator Advisor:
Wood List Coordinator:
Digital Photography:
Webmaster:

Steve Hansen
Dan Breck
Bill Fowle
Bruce Campbell
Chris Stiles
Bob James
Brian Lunt
Sheila Balzer
John Hammond
Steve Daechsel
Diana Dougherty
Steve Fairbairn
Steve Hansen
Brian Lunt
Ed Pretty
Steve Fairbairn
Peter McLaren
John Hammond
Volunteer(s) Needed
Sheila Balzer
Peter Hill
Terry Kennedy
Volunteer(s) Needed
Brian Lunt
Art Liestman
Dennis Houle
Jay & Lin Mapson
Steve Hansen

president@gvwg.ca
secretary@gvwg.ca
treasurer@gvwg.ca

communications@gvwg.ca
info@gvwg.ca
editor@gvwg.ca

wit@gvwg.ca

woodlist@gvwg.ca
webmaster@gvwg.ca

Chapter 130 of the
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